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Protest at Whiteman AFB, home of Hellhounds drone squadron

“

We have been coming here … for more than ten years now. Some of us have been arrested, a few of us imprisoned, pressing for answers. In the meantime, like a pestilence,
the drones here and around the world have only multiplied and grown more lethal,
swarming and harassing, not resolving any conflict but making peace only more elusive.

PeaceWorks KC
Local Art Fair is back,
better than ever!

By Mary Hladky
e PeaceWorks KC Local
Art Fair was o and running
at our new location, eis
Park, Saturday and Sunday,
Sept. 24-25. eis Park is our

Story and
photos on
pages 6-7

”

best location yet – it provided
lots of trees, shade, more
sidewalk, and plenty of space
for 70+ artists and shoppers.
e park provided a peaceful,
Art fair — cont. on p. 4
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Climate change on our minds
By Jane Stoever
Kristin Scheer, a PeaceWorks KC
Board member who used to work
for Greenpeace, takes climate
change personally. She says climate change is
widely recognized as
a “threat multiplier.”
Scheer o ers the
following quote
from Pavel Kabat of
the UN World Meteorological Organization, brie ng the
UN Security Council recently: “Climate change has a
multitude of security
impacts—rolling
back the gains in
nutrition and access
to food; heightening
the risk of wild res
and exacerbating air
quality challenges; increasing the
potential for water con ict; leading to more internal displacement and migration. (Climate
change) is increasingly regarded
as a national security threat.”
Scheer says scientists track Global Overshoot Day—when people
begin using more resources that

year than the Earth can regenerate. e rst Global Overshoot
Day was Dec. 30, 1971. is year,
the date was July 28 … indicating
that, given Earth’s biocapacity for
a given year, by July
28 we overshot our
Earth-given resources.
Grim, right?
Well, Ecuador is paying heed, as well as
Colombia, the United
Kingdom, France, and
Panama. is year,
they all marked Global Overshoot Day.
PeaceWorks, for its
part, spreads the word
that the US military
is the No. 1 polluter
of the global environment. On Earth
.org, a Nov. 12, 2021,
article was headlined “US Military Pollution: e World’s Biggest Climate Change Enabler.” It
zeroed in on the military’s negligence, nuclear testing, and disregard for human life and called for
reform to protect our planet. ⚘
—Jane Stoever is a former PeaceWorks Board member.

Life lessons at a potter’s wheel —

cont. from p. 8
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Hydrated dust. at’s what we are. Which is what clay is also. Just
hydrated dust. e glaze that I use—before it is red to 2200 degrees
in the kiln—those glazes start out as hydrated dust. I don’t feel very
god-like sitting at a wheel creating things out of hydrated dust. But I
do feel kinship with the clay I shape and form.
Hydrated dust. A lot of useful and/or beautiful things can come of it
in the interim space between dusty origins and dusty endings. at is
what I intend: to fashion useful things that might be beautiful sometimes also. ⚘
—Tarris Rosell, of Amani Lamps and Pots, a bioethicist and ethics professor, participated in the recent PeaceWorks KC Local Art Fair.
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Stoever trial postponed to 2/21/23
Henry Stoever, who crossed the
property line May 31, 2021, at
KC’s nuclear weapon parts
plant, has refused an o er to
plead guilty of trespass and thus
avoid a further trial. Stoever
wrote the prosecutor Sept. 11: “I
have no problem saying I took
ve steps across the purple line,
but I cannot in good faith say
that I had the culpable criminal
mental state of mind. As a matter of conscience, I must protest
these weapons of mass destruction being built at our Kansas
City National Security
Campus.” Stoever’s jury trial is
postponed to Feb. 21, 2023. ⚘

Contact elected officials
Mayor Quinton Lucas:
816-513-3500
City Council: 816-513-1368
President Joe Biden:
202-456-1111 comments,
202-456-1414 switchboard
Sen. Josh Hawley (R-Mo.): 202224-6154
Sen. Roy Blunt (R-Mo.):
202-224-5721
Rep. Emanuel Cleaver (D-5th
dist., Mo.): 202-225-4535
Rep. Sam Graves (R-6th dist.,
Mo.): 202-225-7041
Rep. Vicky Hartzler (R-4th district, Mo.): 202-225-2876
Sen. Roger Marshall, MD
(R-Kan.): 202-224-4774
Sen. Jerry Moran (R-Kan.): 202224-6521
Rep. Sharice Davids (D-3rd dist.,
Kan.): 913-621-0832

Podcast shares artists’ passion for their work
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Olyvia Lott, wordsmith Auntie Lyv,
delved into the PeaceWorks KC
Local Art Fair Sept. 24-25 by interviewing seven artists and two others
at the fair. Lyv wove the interviews
into this podcast: https://anchor.fm/
auntie-lyv/episodes/PeaceWorksKC
-Art-fair-2022-e1oa6cd
Lyv opens the podcast with Corva
Murphy, who tells of using her own
front yard in KC, MO, to host the
rst PeaceWorks art fair in 1991. “It
was just miraculous,” says Corva, “to
watch the fair come up from the
ground. It was so much fun!”
Artist Connie Powell says on the
podcast, “I go for variety”—photography, sculpted clay, beadwork, silver
jewelry. Her mother was an artist.
“It’s hereditary!” she says.
Watercolor artist Rochelle Wiso Fields re ects, “I think I was born
with a paintbrush in my hands. My
mother used to say there wasn’t a
scrap of paper in the house Rochelle
hasn’t scribbled on.” During the
Covid “lock-down,” she painted 42
paintings.
Pamela Peters started photography
as a hobby, and it led to teaching art.
She has traveled widely, hiking to
nd wildlife to capture with the
camera, and seeking landscapes. She
says she goes for “sunrise, sunset—
people don’t realize the colors that
come before and after sunrise.” She
can spend 8-10 hours sketching an
owl. “When people see my photos, I
want them to feel that they’re there,”
she says.
Macrame artist Silvia Zavala, born
in Mexico, calls it “relaxing” to make
the nodes in the macrame. She is
new to the PeaceWorks fair, and
when interviewer Lyv asks whether
setting up the booth was scary, she
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Connie Powell

Silvia Zavala

RaeAnna Jones

Kimmy Igla

Rebecca Koop
—Photos by Jim Hannah

acknowledges, “Yes.” You can hear
Lyv, on the podcast, giving her encouragement.
Acrylic and oil painter RaeAnna
Jones and her mother, Carla, share
RaeAnna’s comment, “I love painting
sun owers and nature.” e podcast
continues with Lyv’s compliment of
RaeAnna’s butter y painting.
Watercolorer and wood-burner
Kimmy Igla scores the edges of pine
and birch pieces and burns words on
them that t the grain of the wood.
She’s inspired by nature: “ e interconnectedness of mushrooms—they
represent community and our
strength as workers,” she says. Part of
Kimmy’s display at the fair was a rafe for KC Tenants.
Nicole Linares is the cashier for
caterer Punto; Coma (Punto = place,
Coma = eat, with the semicolon for
continuity). e only food service at
the fair was Punto; Coma, o ering
empanadas and potatoes stu ed with
beef. On the podcast, Nicole speaks
of her family’s pride in cooking authentic Colombian food. She says
their dishes “include our Colombian
culture.”
Potter Rebecca Koop, who has participated in the PeaceWorks fair since
its second year (1992), remembers
Corva Murphy’s front yard. Of her
own pottery, she says, “I want it to
feel good when you hold it!” Her
business is Back Door Pottery because she started her sales out the
back door of her house. “Now it’s out
the front door,” she adds, laughing.
Poet Ron Faust sells his books of poetry—including poems he wrote for
PeaceWorks events. In the podcast,
Ron re ects on civil resistance to
seek a world free of nuclear weapons,
free of drone warfare. ⚘

Art fair —

cont. from p. 1

relaxed setting. PeaceWorks has continued our
outreach to the whole
community, resulting in a
more inclusive, diverse
group of artists and a
good crowd of shoppers.
ere was excitement in
the air! People enjoyed
the art, delicious Colombian food, sharing time
with each other, and fantastic weather.
PeaceWorks sold many
of its soft, recycled cotton t-shirts, designed by
PeaceWorks member and
artist Leigh Woody. We
were happy to see so
many shoppers sporting
their new gear – spreading the peace message
while looking good!
PeaceWorks Board
member Ann Suellentrop had a really fun
game booth. Ann wanted
Art fair — cont. on p. 5

Hafsa, left, and
Cigdem, in the
middle—both of
them string
artists of the
Kansas City
Raindrop Foundation—stand
with Tom
Mountenay at
their tables.

Rakmi Shaiza,
founder and
executive director of Stitching
Change, says
the group is
“stitching the
change we want
to see happen—
like building
inclusive communities and
taking care of the
environment
and each other.”

Anita
Easterwood
displays her
portrait “Belle."

Betti Kalahurka
a sewing
instructor
for Stitching
Change, displays
her hat and
apron at the
fair with air!
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Art fair —

continued from page 4

to draw attention to the nuclear bomb plant here in KC. Her booth
signs read, “What is Wasted with Nuclear Weapons & War? All Life
on Earth and Trillions of $$$$.” Children and adults were eager to
“throw a toy bomb in the toilet.” People nearby hooted and hollered
when a bomb entered the toilet, and each player won a prize.
After the fair, Ann said, “ e diversity of the artists and the patrons
this year was noticeably increased. We had di erently abled folks,
LGBTQIA people, persons of color, people from the Muslim community, immigrants, all very peaceful and without incident. Fantastic!”
She added that events like our art fair are “antidotes to hatred and
making people into enemies, which is a prelude to wars. Our fair is
part of Making Peace Work!”
Dave Pack, PeaceWorks treasurer, “Sales were about $43,500, a solid
number given that the art fair had not been held in person since September 2019.” e vast majority of this money bene ts the artists. ⚘
—Mary Hladky is vice-chair of PeaceWorks KC.
Ann Suellentrop holds toy bombs to toss in the toilet.

Thanks to social justice tablers!
Crosslines Community Outreach of
KCKS, KC Tenants, Greens KC, Better Ballot KC, Cherith Brook
Catholic Worker of KCMO, St.
Lawrence Catholic Worker of KCKS,
Veterans for Peace, KKFI, Friends of
Community Media, and Community
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In support of our fellow local activists, PeaceWorks KC extended an
invitation to table at the fair. Many
organizations attended: Amnesty
International of KC, CODEPINK,

of Reason. anks, tablers!
You brought your wisdom
to our fair! ⚘
—Photos by Jim Hannah of some of
our social justice tablers.

Protest at Whiteman AFB, home of Hellhounds drone squadron
By Brian Terrell
Note: Here are excerpts from Brian Terrell’s talk Oct. 1 at
the peace witness at Whiteman AFB, near Knob Noster,
MO.
Leading up to this protest, organizers asked about the
nature of drone operations here at Whiteman Air
Force Base. Is this a “training” facility, or are Reaper
drones engaged in lethal activities, are actual murders
committed from this place, in real time in places far
away by remote control?
In September 2020, a press release still on Whiteman’s website boasted, “ e 20th Attack Squadron …
located at Whiteman Air Force Base, Missouri, was
appointed General Atomics’ 2019 Remotely Piloted
Aircraft (RPA) Squadron of the Year.”
e 20th Attack Squadron goes by the nickname
Hellhounds. Lt. Col. Daniel, 20th Attack Squadron
commander, said, “Everyone in the Hellhound organization worked incredibly hard to help accomplish
our mission.” Col. Stephen Jones said, “ e 20th Attack Squadron became the US Air Force’s most lethal
squadron, achieving a 97 percent strike e ectiveness
rating.”
Where in the world has the Hellhound organization
worked so incredibly hard and to accomplish what
mission? Who died to allow the 20th Attack
Squadron to become the US Air Force’s “most lethal
squadron”? And what does a “97 percent strike e ectiveness rating” mean when we know from Air Force
veteran and whistleblower Daniel Hale that fewer

than 10 percent of people killed in the Reaper drone
program are the intended targets?
e military is mum about its drone strikes. e
drone crews see the mayhem in high-resolution video
from the safety of bases like this, thousands of miles
away, but can speak of it to no one.
So, what is going on at this base? We don’t really
know, except that the Hellhounds, the 20th Attack
Squadron, has been lauded as the US Air Force’s
“most lethal squadron.” ey killed a lot of people.
Who the Hellhounds of Missouri are hunting down
and killing in our names this moment as we stand
outside these gates, we may never know.
We have been coming here with these very questions
for more than ten years now. Some of us have been
arrested, a few of us imprisoned, pressing for answers.
In the meantime, like a pestilence, the drones here
and around the world have only multiplied and
grown more lethal, swarming and harassing, not resolving any con ict but making peace only more elusive. In Ukraine today, Turkish-made TB-2 drones
are in the ght on Ukraine’s side and Russia is deploying Iranian-made Shahed 136 drones, in a conict that threatens to escalate into a nuclear war.
is month is the 60th anniversary of the Cuban Missile Crisis, and it is tting that we mark that occasion
here today. e 20th Attack Squadron here is actually
a geographically separated unit of the 432nd Air ExDrone protest — continued on page 7
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Page 1 picture: At Whiteman AFB Oct. 1, drone protesters gather at the yellow/orange “no
drone zone” sign posted to keep pests from ying drones over the base. Imagine! From left, close
to the ground, are Chris Overfelt of Vets for Peace, Jean Rosenthal, Brian Terrell, Je Stack of
Mid-Missouri Fellowship of Reconciliation, Ron Faust. Standing, from left: David Kingsley,
Kristin Scheer, Charles Carney, Jonne Long, Ann Suellentrop, Cris Mann, Toni Faust.
anks to Ann Suellentrop for the new No-War-No-Warming sign. —Photo by Jane Stoever
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Above: e tra c sign catches the spirit of
the “stop war” protesters who keep returning to Whiteman AFB. A retired bomber
is front and center on display at the base.
—Photo by Kriss Avery, 4/30/22

Drone protest —
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Assailing the rise of new
nuclear weapons and
weaponized drones,
Brian Terrell insists,
“ ere is no choice but to
disarm.” He thanks peace
activists (including Toni
Faust, right) for protesting drone warfare,
adding, “It may seem
small, but many small
gestures like this can
mean, quite literally, the
world.”
—Photo by Jane Stoever

continued from page 6

peditionary Wing of Creech Air Force Base in Nevada. Whiteman is home to the B-2 “Spirit” stealth
bomber and the 509th Bomber Wing, keeping at least
136 nuclear bombs at the ready. “Execute Nuclear
Operations and Global Strike ... Anytime,
Anywhere!” is the 509th’s mission statement.
Vladimir Putin’s threat to use nuclear weapons if
Russian territory is attacked is dangerous, irresponsible, and it is indefensible. Even used as a blu , such a
threat itself is a crime against humanity. Never before
has any nation threatened rst use of nuclear
weapons. None except for the United States, which
has breathed that existential threat every day for
decades. Ever since Hiroshima, the US has been the
only nation to hold a rst-use policy. e latest iteration of this threat, the 2022 Nuclear Posture Review
and Missile Defense Review, says, “ e United States
would only consider the use of nuclear weapons in
extreme circumstances to defend the vital interests of
the United States or its allies and partners.”
e doctrine of “mutually assured destruction,” that a
nuclear war has no winner, has kept an uneasy and
deadly sort of “peace” for decades. It is now steadily
eroding, fueled by the US trillion-dollar program of
modernizing and “life extension” of its aging nuclear
arsenal. Most of the non-nuclear parts of these new,
more precise and deployable nuclear weapons are being made not far from here in Kansas City. “More
precise and deployable” is another way of saying
“more likely to be used.” US war planners are thinking up ways to use them. In a June 2019 report by the
US Joint Chiefs of Sta , “Nuclear Operations,” it is
suggested that “using nuclear weapons could create
conditions for decisive results and the restoration of
strategic stability … Speci cally, the use of a nuclear
weapon will fundamentally change the scope of a battle and create conditions that a ect how commanders
will prevail in con ict.” American war makers have
decided that a nuclear war can be won after all, and
Vladimir Putin seems to agree. e world is in more
peril now than it was 60 years ago.
All circumstances today, especially exacerbated by the
use of killer drones, rise to “extreme circumstances”
that could lead to nuclear war, and the 509th Bomber
Wing, right here at Whiteman, along with its Russian counterparts, no doubt, stands ready to “Execute
Nuclear Operations and Global Strike ... Anytime,
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Anywhere!” e resources needed to reverse global
climate catastrophe and face growing pandemics are
with us, in our grasp, but instead the nations of the
world, the US rst among them, choose to waste
them at war.
If there was any reason to hold that preparing for and
waging war can keep us safe in our homes, the rise of
nuclear weapons and of weaponized drones has put
an end to it. ere is no choice but to disarm. ank
you for being here. It may seem small, but many small
gestures like this can mean, quite literally, the world. ⚘
—Brian Terrell is outreach coordinator for the Nevada
Desert Experience, opposing both nuclear warfare and
killer drones.
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Life lessons at a potter’s wheel
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By Tarris Rosell
Being a clay artist is a lesson in
humility. What I intend to create when sitting down at the
wheel often turns out di erent
than I’d imagined—or it doesn’t
turn out at all. ose would-be
pots we call “ ops.” Watch me
long enough at my potter’s
wheel and you will see a op.
We can learn a lot from ops.
Since I don’t like to fail, I typically try to save my ops on the
wheel. Usually that’s a bad idea.
Occasionally it works out, however. Some of my favorite pots
started out as ops. Just like
some of us mortals, I suppose.
Being a clay artist is also a lesson
in mortality. Virtually everything
I create in the studio will outlast
me by hundreds of years. Maybe
millennia. We nd clay pots and
potsherds that were created by
artists who lived and died

15,000 to 18,000 years ago.
eir clay work, even if only in
fragments, remains long after
the potter is gone. Clay pots are
almost immortal. I am not.
At the wheel I am reminded of
words I have repeated so many
times when o ciating the interment of a body or cremains,
ashes. But really those ashes are
just dust. As the interred body
will someday be also. We clergy
o ciants recite the words from
Genesis 3:19: “You are dust and
to dust you shall return.” At the
gravesite we say, “We commit
this body to the elements: earth
to earth, ashes to ashes, dust to
dust.”
e Genesis creation story has
the Creator fashioning humans
from dust. Something like a potter. Add a bit of water, do a bit
of shaping, and voila! A human.
Life lessons — continued on p. 2

